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Thank you for the opportunity to speak with the Committee – it is a huge task you have before you 

and it is appreciated that you have taken the time to hear submissions on this issue. 

 

The submission that I have made (which I will take as read) deals with the underlying ideas or 

rationale that is often used to advocate for euthanasia. In short that rationale is that autonomous, 

self determining individuals should have the right to choose the manner of their own death. 

 

I have heard the originator of the petition that started this inquiry – Maryan Street – use pretty 

much those exact words in an interview she gave about euthanasia. 

 

My submission is that that rationale is flawed. 

 

Firstly it is flawed because none of us are autonomous – we are members of a community – and that 

means the private choices of some individuals will always have public consequences for others. As I 

have outlined in my submission that in this instance some of those others might be MPs, taxpayers 

or health sector workers, and I am happy to answer questions about that. 

 

However my main focus today is on the second part of the rationale – that individuals are self 

determining agents, able to make responsible, informed and completely free choices. 

 

I submit to you, that is not entirely true. We are not as self-determining as we like to think we are. 

Yes individuals make choices – but they do not make them in a vacuum. They make them in a social 

and cultural context.  

 

Social mores, cultural expectations, conventional wisdom, what is generally accepted as the right, or 

acceptable or normal thing to do, all play a significant role in moulding and influencing the choices 

people make. 

 

And public policy and legislation is hugely influential in moulding and forming our culture. That is 

because policy and legislation in itself communicates a message to society – not in its detail but at a 

high level - in its overall theme.  

 



And the high level message that would be communicated by legalising euthanasia in New Zealand 

would be that there is such a thing as a life not worth living, and that ending one’s life can be a 

solution to a problem. 

 

And that message will place at greater risk many vulnerable New Zealanders.  

 

New Zealand has one of the highest youth suicide rates in the world – our young people will not be 

helped by us building a culture that normalises the idea that ending one’s life can be a valid solution 

to a problem. 

 

New Zealand has tens of thousands of people struggling with clinical depression. They will not be 

helped by us building a culture that accepts the idea that there is such a thing as a life not worth 

living. 

 

Some may say there is a difference between suicide and euthanasia. I don’t believe there is – but 

even if there was – the impact the policy and legislation has on our culture is not nuanced – it is 

broad brush – and the message that will be conveyed by legalising euthanasia in our country will be 

summed up in those two very simple ideas 

 

There is such a thing as a life not worth living – and ending one’s life can be a valid solution to a 

problem. 

 

That is a message that will place at risk thousands of New Zealanders – it is dangerous, it is reckless 

and it is irresponsible. I urge you not to recommend going down this path.  

 

This is my submission and I am happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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